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PB_START
TIME (REAL); START OF SCHOOL EXPERIENCES
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that module start is displayed, but not read. Should be sapphire.

PB_RA
The following are questions concerning ^child's school experiences.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Universe: All respondents.

PB_QA
How long has ^child been in his/her current school?
INTERVIEWER: Mark one only.
<01> Less than 6 months
<02> About 1 school year
<03> About 2 school years
<04> About 3 school years
<05> About 4 school years
<06> About 5 school years
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q04
Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q04
This school year, what is the language used to teach ^child most of the time at his/her school?
<1>
English
<2>
French
<3>
50 % English and 50 % French
<4>
Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PB_S04
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q05A
Universe: All respondents.

PB_S04
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PB_Q05A

Universe: Respondents for whom the language used to teach their child most of the time at his/her school is other than those listed in PB_Q04.
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PB_Q05A
Was ^child ever enrolled, in an English School, in a program where 25% or more of instruction time
was in French, such as French Immersion?
<1>
Yes..............................................................................................................................................go to PB_Q07
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q05B
Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q05B
Was ^child ever enrolled, in a French School, in a program where 25% or more of instruction time
was in English, such as English Immersion or "bain linguistique"?
<1>
Yes..............................................................................................................................................go to PB_Q07
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q08
Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q07
In which grades was ^child enrolled in a language immersion program?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.
<01>
<02>
<03>
<04>
<05>
<06>
<07>
<08>
<09>
<10>
<11>
<12>

Junior Kindergarten/Pre-school (generally 2 years before grade 1)
Senior Kindergarten (generally 1 year before grade 1)
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7 OR Secondary 1 (Quebec)
Grade 8 OR Secondary 2 (Quebec)
Grade 9 OR Secondary 3 (Quebec) OR Senior 1 (Manitoba)
Grade 10 OR Secondary 4 (Quebec) OR Senior 2 (Manitoba) OR Level I
(Newfoundland and Labrador)
<13> Grade 11 OR Secondary 5 (Quebec) OR Senior 3 (Manitoba) OR Level 2
(Newfoundland and Labrador)
<14> Grade 12 OR Senior 4 (Manitoba) OR Level 3 (Newfoundland and Labrador)
<15> Grade 13/OAC (Ontario Academic Credits)
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q08
Universe: Respondents whose children were enrolled in a language immersion program (French or English).
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PB_Q08
This school year, has ^child taken enriched courses or courses for gifted students?
<1>
Yes
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PB_Q09

Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q09
This school year, has ^child obtained special help or special classes because of learning difficulties?
<1>
Yes
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PB_Q10A

Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q10A
Has ^child ever repeated a grade level in school?
<1>
Yes........................................................................................................................................... go to PB_Q10B
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_R11
Universe: All respondents.
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PB_Q10B
Which grade?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.
<01>
<02>
<03>
<04>
<05>
<06>
<07>
<08>
<09>
<10>
<11>
<12>

Junior Kindergarten/Pre-school (generally 2 years before grade 1)
Senior Kindergarten (generally 1 year before grade 1)
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7 OR Secondary 1 (Quebec)
Grade 8 OR Secondary 2 (Quebec)
Grade 9 OR Secondary 3 (Quebec) OR Senior 1 (Manitoba)
Grade 10 OR Secondary 4 (Quebec) OR Senior 2 (Manitoba) OR Level I
(Newfoundland and Labrador)
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_R11
Universe: Respondents whose child repeated a grade in school.

PB_R11
Please remember that the information you provide will be kept strictly confidential at Statistics
Canada.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Default Next Question:

PB_Q13A

Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q13A
Since September, has a teacher or other school official contacted you because of a problem with
^child's behaviour?
<1>
Yes........................................................................................................................................... go to PB_Q13B
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q20
Universe: All respondents.
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PB_Q13B
How many times?
<1>
1 time
<2>
2 times
<3>
3-4 times
<4>
5 or more times
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q20
Universe: Respondents who have been contacted by school about a problem with the child's behaviour.

PB_Q20
Have any of ^child's brothers or sisters ever dropped out of high school? (Include step half and
adopted siblings. Include siblings the child is not currently living with.)
<1>
Yes
<2>
No
<3>
Has no brothers and sisters
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q21A
Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q21A
For the next questions, please answer using: Not important at all, Slightly important, Fairly
important, OR Very important.
How important is it to you that ^child graduates from high school?
<1>
Not important at all
<2>
Slightly important
<3>
Fairly important
<4>
Very important
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q21B
Universe: All respondents.
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PB_Q21B
For the next questions, please answer using: Not important at all, Slightly important, Fairly important, OR
Very important.
How important is it to you that ^child gets more education after high school?
<1>
Not important at all
<2>
Slightly important
<3>
Fairly important
<4>
Very important
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q22
Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q22
What is the highest level of education that you hope ^child will get?
INTERVIEWER: Read categories 01 to 06 to respondent.
<01> Less than high school diploma
<02> High school diploma or equivalency
<03> Trade or vocational certificate or diploma, or an apprenticeship
<04> College or CÉGEP (Québec) certificate or diploma
<05> One university degree
<06> More than one university degree
<07> Any level of education after high school (no preference)
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q25A
Universe: All Respondents.

PB_Q25A
Is there anything standing in ^child's way of going that far?
<1>
Yes........................................................................................................................................... go to PB_Q25B
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q26
Universe: All respondents.
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PB_Q25B
What is it?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.
<01>
<02>
<03>
<04>
<05>

Financial situation
Not enough interest or motivation
Learning disability
Health problems
Won't have requirements to get in (marks too low/current courses limit
choices)
<06> No programs available close to home
<07> Other - specify ..........................................................................................................................go to PB_S25B
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_Q26
Universe: Respondents who state that there is something standing in the child's way for further education.

PB_S25B
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PB_Q26

Universe: Respondents for whom there is something standing in the child's way for futher education other than those listed in PB_Q25B.

PB_Q26
Have you ^spfill done anything specific to ensure that ^child will have money for further education
after high school?
<1>
Yes..............................................................................................................................................go to PB_Q27
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_END
Note:
PROGRAMMER if ^spousehere = yes then fill ^spfill with "or your partner" ; ELSE no fill
Universe: All respondents.
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PB_Q27
What have you ^spfill done?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply
<01> Started a savings account
<02> Started a Registered Education Savings Plan (RESP)
<03> Made investment, such as mutual funds or Canada Savings Bond
<04> Encouraged child to earn money/get a job
<05> Set up a trust fund for this child
<06> Encouraged child to work toward a scholarship
<07> Started working or took an additional job
<08> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PB_S27
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PB_END
Note:
PROGRAMMER if ^spousehere = yes then fill ^spfill with "or your partner" ; ELSE no fill
Universe: Respondents who have done something to ensure that their child will have money for further education after high school.

PB_S27
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PB_END

Universe: Respondents who have done something to ensure that their child will have money for further education after high school in other ways
than those listed in PB_Q27.

PB_END
TIME(REAL);STOP OF SCHOOL EXPERIENCES
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that module end is displayed but not read. Should be sapphire.
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PD_START
TIME (REAL); START OF LANGUAGE AND ETHNICITY
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that module start is displayed, but not read. Should be sapphire.

PD_Q01
Since ^child's birth, how often has he/she moved homes? (For split custody situations, do not include
moves between the two parental homes.) [Min: 0 Max: 100]
<998> Refused
<999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q02

Universe: All respondents.

PD_Q02
In what country was ^child born?
<01> Canada
<02> China, People's Republic of
<03> Germany
<04> Greece
<05> Guyana
<06> Hong Kong
<07> India
<08> Italy
<09> Jamaica
<10> Lebanon
<11> Netherlands
<12> Philippines
<13> Poland
<14> Portugal
<15> Sri Lanka
<16> United Kingdom
<17> United States
<18> Vietnam
<19> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S02
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_Q03
Universe: All respondents.

PD_S02
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_Q03

Universe: Respondents whose child was born in a country other than those listed in PD_Q02.
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PD_Q03
Of what countries is ^child a citizen?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.
<1>
Canada, citizen by birth
<2>
Canada, by the citizenship process
<3>
Same as country of birth
<4>
Other country
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_C04
Universe: All respondents.

PD_C04
If child is Canadian citizen by birth then go to PD_Q06 else if child is not Canadian citizen by birth go to
PD_Q04.
<1>
<2>

PD_Q03=1 ..................................................................................................................................go to PD_Q06
Else .............................................................................................................................................go to PD_Q04

PD_Q04
Has ^child ever been a landed immigrant to Canada?
<1>
Yes
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q05

Universe: Respondents with children who are not Canadian citizens by birth.

PD_Q05
In what year did ^child first come to Canada to live permanently? [Min: 1987 Max: 2003]
<9998> Refused
<9999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q06

Universe: Respondents with children who are not Canadian citizens by birth.
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PD_Q06
Canadians come from many cultural or racial backgrounds. I'm going to read you a list.
Is ^child ...
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. Mark all that apply.
<01> Aboriginal, that is North American Indian, Métis or Inuit?
<02> Black? (e.g. African, Haitian, Jamaican, Somali)
<03> White?
<04> Latin American?
<05> Chinese?
<06> Filipino?
<07> Japanese?
<08> Korean?
<09> Southeast Asian? (e.g. Vietnamese, Cambodian, Indonesian, Laotian)
<10> South Asian? (e.g. East Indian, Pakistani, Punjabi, Sri Lankan)
<11> Arab? (e.g. Egyptian, Lebanese, Moroccan)
<12> West Asian? (e.g. Afghan, Iranian, Turk)
<13> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S06
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_Q07
Universe: All respondents.

PD_S06
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_Q07

Universe: Respondents whose child's cultural or racial background is other than those listed in PD_Q06.
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PD_Q07
What is the language that ^child first learned at home in childhood and still understands?
INTERVIEWER: If person no longer understands the first language, mark the second language learned and
understood.
<01> English
<02> French
<03> Arabic
<04> Chinese (Cantonese, Mandarin, etc.)
<05> Cree
<06> Dutch
<07> German
<08> Greek
<09> Hungarian
<10> Italian
<11> Polish
<12> Portuguese
<13> Punjabi
<14> Spanish
<15> Tagalog (Pilipino)
<16> Tamil
<17> Ukrainian
<18> Vietnamese
<19> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S07
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_Q08
Universe: All respondents.

PD_S07
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_Q08

Universe: Respondents whose child's first language learned at home is other than those listed in PD_Q07.
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PD_Q08
What languages can ^child speak well enough to conduct a conversation?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.
<01> English
<02> French
<03> Arabic
<04> Chinese (Cantonese, Mandarin, etc.)
<05> Cree
<06> Dutch
<07> German
<08> Greek
<09> Hungarian
<10> Italian
<11> Polish
<12> Portuguese
<13> Punjabi
<14> Spanish
<15> Tagalog (Pilipino)
<16> Tamil
<17> Ukrainian
<18> Vietnamese
<19> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S08
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_Q09
Universe: All respondents.

PD_S08
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_Q09

Universe: Respondents whose child can conduct a conversation in a language other than those listed in PD_Q08.
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PD_Q09
In what country were you born?
<01> Canada
<02> China, People's Republic of
<03> Germany
<04> Greece
<05> Guyana
<06> Hong Kong
<07> India
<08> Italy
<09> Jamaica
<10> Lebanon
<11> Netherlands
<12> Philippines
<13> Poland
<14> Portugal
<15> Sri Lanka
<16> United Kingdom
<17> United States
<18> Vietnam
<19> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S09
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_Q10
Universe: All respondents.

PD_S09
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_Q10

Universe: Respondents who were born in a country other than those listed in PD_Q09.

PD_Q10
Of what countries are you a citizen?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.
<1>
Canada, citizen by birth
<2>
Canada, by the citizenship process
<3>
Same as country of birth
<4>
Other country
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_C11
Universe: All respondents.
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PD_C11
If respondent is Canadian citizen by birth then go to PD_Q13 else if respondent is not a Canadian citizen
by birth go to PD_Q11.
<1>
<2>

PD_Q10=1 ..................................................................................................................................go to PD_Q13
Else .............................................................................................................................................go to PD_Q11

PD_Q11
Have you ever been a landed immigrant to Canada?
<1>
Yes
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q12

Universe: Respondents who are not Canadian citizens by birth.

PD_Q12
In what year did you first come to Canada to live permanently? [Min: 1910 Max: 2003]
<9998> Refused
<9999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q13

Universe: Respondents who are not Canadian citizens by birth.

PD_Q13
Canadians come from many cultural or racial backgrounds. I'm going to read you a list.
Are you ...
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. Mark all that apply.
<01> Aboriginal, that is North American Indian, Métis or Inuit?
<02> Black? (e.g. African, Haitian, Jamaican, Somali)
<03> White?
<04> Latin American?
<05> Chinese?
<06> Filipino?
<07> Japanese?
<08> Korean?
<09> Southeast Asian? (e.g. Vietnamese, Cambodian, Indonesian, Laotian)
<10> South Asian? (e.g. East Indian, Pakistani, Punjabi, Sri Lankan)
<11> Arab? (e.g. Egyptian, Lebanese, Moroccan)
<12> West Asian? (e.g. Afghan, Iranian, Turk)
<13> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S13
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_C16
Universe: All respondents.
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PD_S13
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_C16

Universe: Respondents whose cultural or racial background is other than those listed in PD_Q13.

PD_C16
If respondent has spouse/partner then go to PD_Q16 else if respondent has no spouse/partner go to
PD_Q23.
<1>
<2>

^spousehere=Yes ........................................................................................................................go to PD_Q16
Else .............................................................................................................................................go to PD_R23

PD_Q16
In what country was your spouse or partner born?
<01> Canada
<02> China, People's Republic of
<03> Germany
<04> Greece
<05> Guyana
<06> Hong Kong
<07> India
<08> Italy
<09> Jamaica
<10> Lebanon
<11> Netherlands
<12> Philipines
<13> Poland
<14> Portugal
<15> Sri Lanka
<16> United Kingdom
<17> United States
<18> Vietnam
<19> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S16
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_Q17
Universe: All respondents who have a spouse/partner.
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PD_S16
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_Q17

Universe: Respondents whose spouse or partner was born in a country other than those listed in PD_Q16.

PD_Q17
Of what countries is your spouse or partner a citizen?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.
<1>
Canada, citizen by birth
<2>
Canada, by the citizenship process
<3>
Same as country of birth
<4>
Other country
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_C18
Universe: All respondents who have a spouse/partner.

PD_C18
If respondent's spouse/partner is Canadian citizen by birth go to PD_Q20 else if respondent's spouse/partner
is not a Canadian citizen by birth go to PD_Q18.
<1>
<2>

PD_Q17=1 ..................................................................................................................................go to PD_Q20
Else .............................................................................................................................................go to PD_Q18

PD_Q18
Has your spouse or partner ever been a landed immigrant to Canada?
<1>
Yes
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q19

Universe: Respondents with spouse/partner who is not a Canadian citizen by birth.

PD_Q19
In what year did your spouse or partner first come to Canada to live permanently? [Min: 1910 Max:
2003]
<9998> Refused
<9999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q20

Universe: Respondents with spouse/partner who is not a Canadian citizen by birth.
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PD_Q20
Canadians come from many cultural or racial backgrounds. I'm going to read you a list.
Is your spouse or partner...
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. Mark all that apply.
<01> Aboriginal, that is North American Indian, Métis or Inuit?
<02> Black? (e.g. African, Haitian, Jamaican, Somali)
<03> White?
<04> Latin American?
<05> Chinese?
<06> Filipino?
<07> Japanese?
<08> Korean?
<09> Southeast Asian? (e.g. Vietnamese, Cambodian, Indonesian, Laotian)
<10> South Asian? (e.g. East Indian, Pakistani, Punjabi, Sri Lankan)
<11> Arab? (e.g. Egyptian, Lebanese, Moroccan)
<12> West Asian? (e.g. Afghan, Iranian, Turk)
<13> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S20
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_R23
Universe: All respondents who have a spouse/partner.

PD_S20
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_R23

Universe: Respondents whose spouse's or partner's cultural or racial background is other than those listed in PD_Q20.

PD_R23
The next few questions deal with any conditions that affect ^child's daily activities, and have lasted or
are expected to last 6 months or more. Please answer: Yes sometimes, Yes often, OR No.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Universe: All respondents.
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PD_Q23
Does ^child have any difficulty hearing, seeing, communicating, learning, walking, climbing stairs,
bending, or doing any similar activities?
INTERVIEWER: Conditions that have lasted or are expected to last 6 months or more.
<1>
Yes sometimes
<2>
Yes often
<3>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q24A

Universe: All respondents.

PD_Q24A
Does a physical condition or mental condition or health problem reduce the amount or the kind of
activity ^child can do ...
@at home?
INTERVIEWER: Conditions that have lasted or are expected to last 6 months or more.
<1>
Yes sometimes
<2>
Yes often
<3>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_Q24B

Universe: All respondents.

PD_Q24B
Does a physical condition or mental condition or health problem reduce the amount or the kind of activity
^child can do ...
at school?
INTERVIEWER: Conditions that have lasted or are expected to last 6 months or more.
<1>
Yes sometimes
<2>
Yes often
<3>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
Universe: All respondents.

PD_Q24C
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PD_Q24C
Does a physical condition or mental condition or health problem reduce the amount or the kind of activity
^child can do ...
in other activities, for example, transportation or leisure?
INTERVIEWER: Conditions that have lasted or are expected to last 6 months or more.
<1>
Yes sometimes
<2>
Yes often
<3>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PD_C25

Universe: All respondents.

PD_C25
If child has physical condition or mental condition or health problem then go to PD_Q25 else if child does
not have a physical condition, mental condition or health problem go to PD_END.
<1>
<2>

PD_Q23 or PD_Q24A or PD_Q24B or PD_Q24C=01 or 02 .....................................................go to PD_Q25
Else ........................................................................................................................................... go to PD_END

PD_Q25
What is the condition that affects ^child?
INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.
<01>
<02>

Asthma
Specific learning problem (e.g. ADD, dyslexia, or other reading, spelling,
writing or math disability)
<03> Hearing problem/deafness
<04> Visual handicap (not correctable by glasses or contact lenses)
<05> Severe allergies
<06> Orthopaedic problem (e.g. club foot, absence of arm or leg, cerebral
palsy, amputation, polio)
<07> Emotional problem (e.g. Depression)
<08> Speech problem
<09> Other - specify ............................................................................................................................ go to PD_S25
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PD_END
Universe: Respondents whose child has had an ailment that has affected their activity for a period of six months.

PD_S25
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PD_END

Universe: Respondents whose child has had an ailment other than those listed in PD_Q25.
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PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that module end is displayed but not read. Should be sapphire.
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PE_START
TIME (REAL); START OF PARENT'S EDUCATION
Note:

Programmer: Please ensure that module start is displayed, but not read. Should be sapphire.

PE_R01
The next questions are about your education ^speduc.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Note:
Programmer: If ^spousehere = yes then fill ^speduc with "and your partner's education"; ELSE no fill.
Universe: All respondents.

PE_Q01A
Have you completed the requirements for a high school diploma or its equivalent?
<1>
Yes........................................................................................................................................... go to PE_Q01C
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PE_Q01B
Universe: All respondents

PE_Q01B
What is the highest grade of elementary or high school you have ever completed?
INTERVIEWER: Mark one only.
<01>
<02>
<03>
<04>
<05>
<06>

Grade 5 or less
Grade 6
Grade 7 OR Secondary 1 (Quebec)
Grade 8 OR Secondary 2 (Quebec)
Grade 9 OR Secondary 3 (Quebec) OR Senior 1 (Manitoba)
Grade 10 OR Secondary 4 (Quebec) OR Senior 2 (Manitoba) OR Level I
(Newfoundland and Labrador)
<07> Grade 11 OR Secondary 5 (Quebec) OR Senior 3 (Manitoba) OR Level II
(Newfoundland and Labrador)
<08> Grade 12 OR Senior 4 (Manitoba) OR Level III (Newfoundland and Labrador)
<09> Grade 13/OAC (Ontario Academic Credits)
<10> GED (High school equivalency certificate)
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PE_Q01C
Universe: Respondents who did not complete high school or equivalent.
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PE_Q01C
What is the highest level of education you have ever completed?
INTERVIEWER: Mark one only.
Less than High School Diploma
High School Diploma or equivalent
Some College, CEGEP or University level courses (No
Certificate, Diploma or Degree)
<04> Private business school or training institute Certificate or Diploma
<05> Diploma, Certificate or License from a professional association (e.g.
accounting, banking, insurance)
<06> College, CEGEP, Trade/Vocational, Apprenticeship, Teacher's College, or
Nursing Diploma or Certificate
<07> University Certificate or Diploma below a Bachelor's Degree
<08> University Bachelor's Degree (e.g., B.A., B.Sc., B.A.Sc., B.Ed.)
<09> Graduate level Diploma or Certificate above Bachelor's,
below Master's.
<10> University first professional Degree in Medicine (M.D.), Dentistry
(D.D.S., D.M.D.), Veterinary Medicine (D.V.M.), Law (LL.B.), Optometry (O.D.)
or Divinity (M.Div.)
<11> Master's Degree (e.g., M.A., M.Sc., M.Ed., M.B.A.)
<12> Doctorate Degree (e.g., Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Ed.)
<13> Other - Specify.......................................................................................................................... go to PE_S01C
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PE_C02A
<01>
<02>
<03>

Universe: Respondents who completed high school or equivalent.

PE_S01C
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PE_C02A

Universe: Respondents who chose "other specify"in PE_Q01C

PE_C02A
If respondent has spouse/partner then go to PE_Q02A else if respondent has no spouse/partner go to
PE_END
<1>
<2>

^spousehere=Yes ..................................................................................................................... go to PE_Q02A
Else ............................................................................................................................................go to PE_END
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PE_Q02A
Has your spouse or partner completed the requirements for a high school diploma or its equivalent?
<1>
Yes........................................................................................................................................... go to PE_Q02C
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PE_Q02B
Universe: All respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PE_Q02B
What is the highest grade of elementary or high school your spouse or partner ever completed?
INTERVIEWER: Mark one only.
<01>
<02>
<03>
<04>
<05>
<06>

Grade 5 or less
Grade 6
Grade 7 OR Secondary 1 (Quebec)
Grade 8 OR Secondary 2 (Quebec)
Grade 9 OR Secondary 3 (Quebec) OR Senior 1 (Manitoba)
Grade 10 OR Secondary 4 (Quebec) OR Senior 2 (Manitoba) OR Level I
(Newfoundland and Labrador)
<07> Grade 11 OR Secondary 5 (Quebec) OR Senior 3 (Manitoba) OR Level II
(Newfoundland and Labrador)
<08> Grade 12 OR Senior 4 (Manitoba) OR Level III (Newfoundland and Labrador)
<09> Grade 13/OAC (Ontario Academic Credits)
<10> GED (High school equivalency certificate)
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PE_Q02C
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner did not complete high school.
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PE_Q02C
What is the highest level of education your spouse or partner ever completed?
INTERVIEWER: Mark one only.
Less than High School Diploma
High School Diploma or equivalent
Some College, CEGEP or University level courses (No
Certificate, Diploma or Degree)
<04> Private business school or training institute Certificate or Diploma
<05> Diploma, Certificate or License from a professional association (e.g.
accounting, banking, insurance)
<06> College, CEGEP, Trade/Vocational, Apprenticeship, Teacher's College, or
Nursing Diploma or Certificate
<07> University Certificate or Diploma below a Bachelor's Degree
<08> University Bachelor's Degree (e.g., B.A., B.Sc., B.A.Sc., B.Ed.)
<09> Graduate level Diploma or Certificate above Bachelor's,
below Master's.
<10> University first professional Degree in Medicine (M.D.), Dentistry
(D.D.S., D.M.D.), Veterinary Medicine (D.V.M.), Law (LL.B.), Optometry (O.D.)
or Divinity (M.Div.)
<11> Master's Degree (e.g., M.A., M.Sc., M.Ed., M.B.A.)
<12> Doctorate Degree (e.g., Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Ed.)
<13> Other - Specify.......................................................................................................................... go to PE_S02C
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PE_END
<01>
<02>
<03>

Universe: All respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PE_S02C
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PE_END

Universe: Respondents who chose "other specify" in PE_Q02C

PE_END
TIME (REAL); STOP OF PARENT'S EDUCATION
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that module end is displayed but not read. Should be sapphire.
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PF_START
TIME (REAL); START OF CURRENT ACTIVITY STATUS
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that module start is displayed, but not read. Should be sapphire.

PF_R01
The next questions are about jobs.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Universe: All respondents.

PF_Q01
Jobs can be paid work for employers, odd jobs for pay such as occasional babysitting,
self-employment jobs, and unpaid work in your family's farm or business. What do you consider to
be your current main activity? For example, working at a job or a business, looking for work, caring
for family, or doing something else.
<01>
<02>

Working at a job or a business (includes self-employed). .......................................................... go to PF_Q04
Working at a job or a business and caring for family (includes
self-employed) ............................................................................................................................ go to PF_Q04
<03> Caring for family
<04> Recovering from illness/on disablility
<05> Looking for work
<06> Going to school
<07> Retired
<08> Other - Specify.............................................................................................................................go to PF_S01
<98> Refused
<99> Don't Know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q02

Universe: All respondents.

PF_S01
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PF_Q02

Universe: Respondents whose main activity was other than that listed in PF_Q01.
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PF_Q02
Regardless of the number of hours worked, have you worked at a job or a business in the past 12
months?
<1>
Yes.............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q03
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q07M
Universe: Respondents who did not report currently working or working, and caring for family as their main activity in PF_Q01.

PF_Q03
Regardless of the number of hours worked, do you currently work at a job or a business?
<1>
Yes.............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q04
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q07M
Universe: Respondents have worked at a job or business the last 12 months, but did not report currently working, or working and caring for
family as their main activity in PF_Q01.

PF_Q04
Do you currently work at more than one job or business?
<1>
Yes.............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q05
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_R08
Universe: Respondents who are currently working.

PF_Q05
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest full hour.
How many hours per week do you usually work at all your jobs and businesses? Include usual
overtime work. [Min: 0 Max: 168]
<998> Refused
<999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_R06

Universe: Respondents who currently work at more than one job or business.
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PF_R06
For the next questions, think only about the job where you usually work the most hours per week.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Default Next Question:

PF_Q09

Universe: Respondents who currently work at more than one job or business.

PF_Q07M
INTERVIEWER: Dates are essential. You must probe using seasons, special events etc. to determine
month and year.
In what month and year did you last work at a job or a business?
<01> January
<02> February
<03> March
<04> April
<05> May
<06> June
<07> July
<08> August
<09> September
<10> October
<11> November
<12> December
<13> Never worked at a job or a business ........................................................................................... go to PF_Q23
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q07Y
Universe: Respondents who are not currently working.

PF_Q07Y
What year? [Min: 1950 Max: 2003]
<9998> Refused ....................................................................................................................................... go to PF_Q23
<9999> Don't know.................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q23
Default Next Question:
PF_C08
Universe: Respondents who are not currently working.

PF_E07YA
INTERVIEWER: An impossible value has been entered. The respondent could not have last worked at a
job or business after the current month and year. Please return and correct the month
and/or year.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if PF_Q07Y = current year and PF_Q07M>current month.
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PF_E07Y
INTERVIEWER: The response of 2003 is inconsistent with the response that he/she has not worked in the
past 12 months. Please return and correct.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if PF_Q02=2 AND System date - (PF_Q07Y, PF_Q07M, 01)<=365.

PF_C08
If respondent has not worked in the last five years go to PF_Q23 else go to PF_R08.
<1>
<2>

PF_Q07Y<1997.......................................................................................................................... go to PF_Q23
Else ............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_R08

PF_R08
For the next questions, think only about your current job or your most recent job, if you don't
currently have one.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Default Next Question:

PF_Q09

Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time over the last 5 years.

PF_Q09
At this job, what is the name of the business or employer you ^work for? (Name of business,
government department or agency, etc.)
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q10

Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^work with "work" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^work with
"worked".
Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time over the last 5 years.

PF_Q10
What kind of business, industry or service ^is this?(Give full description, for example, construction
company, lumber industry, retail store, hotel or restaurant.)
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q11

Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^is with "is" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^is with "was".
Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time over the last 5 years.
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PF_Q11
What kind of work ^are you doing?(Give full description, for example, construction worker,
lumberyard worker, hotel desk clerk, waiter/waitress.)
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q12

Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^are with "are" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^are with "were".
Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time over the last 5 years.

PF_Q12
What ^are your most important activities or duties? (Give full description, for example, pouring
concrete, laying bricks, waiting on tables, selling gifts and souvenirs.)
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q13

Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^are with word "are" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^are with
"were".
Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time over the last 5 years.

PF_Q13
At this job, ^are you...
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent.
<1>
A paid employee?
<2>
Self-employed? .......................................................................................................................... go to PF_Q16
<3>
An unpaid worker in your family's farm or family business?
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q14
Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^are with word "are" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^are with
"were".
Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time over the last 5 years.

PF_Q14
At this job, ^do you directly supervise the work of other employees?
<1>
Yes.............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q15
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q18M
Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^do with word "do" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^do with "did".
Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time over the last 5 years and who are/were not self-employed.
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PF_Q15
About how many employees ^do you directly supervise? [Min: 0 Max: 994]
<998> Refused
<999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q18M

Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^do with word "do" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^do with "did".
Universe: Respondents who currently supervise employees or supervised employees at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_E15
INTERVIEWER: The number of employees must be greater than zero (0). Please return and correct.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if PF_Q15=0.

PF_Q16
^Do you have an incorporated business?
<1>
Yes
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q17

Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^Do with word "Do" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^Do with
"Did".
Universe: Respondents who are self-employed or were self-employed at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q17
About how many paid employees ^do you have, if any? [Min:
<9998> Refused
<9999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

0 Max: 4000]

PF_Q18M

Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^do with word "do" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^do with "did".
Universe: Respondents who are self-employed or were self-employed at some time in the last 5 years.
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PF_Q18M
INTERVIEWER: Dates are essential. You must probe using seasons, special events, etc. to determine
month and year.
In what month and year did you first start working at this job or business?
<01> January
<02> February
<03> March
<04> April
<05> May
<06> June
<07> July
<08> August
<09> September
<10> October
<11> November
<12> December
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q18Y

Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q18Y
What year? [Min: 1950 Max: 2003]
<9998> Refused
<9999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_C19

Universe: Respondents who are currently working or who have worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_E18Y
INTERVIEWER: An impossible value has been entered. The respondent could not have started working at
a job or business after the current month and year. Please return and correct the month
and/or year.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if Q18Y = current year and Q18M>current month.

PF_C19
If respondent is working at a job or a business (includes self-employed) or is working at a job or a business
and caring for family (includes self-employed) or has worked at a job or business in the past 12 months go
to PF_Q20 else go to PF_Q23.
<1>
<2>

PF_Q01=01 or PF_Q01=02 or PF_Q02=01 ............................................................................... go to PF_Q20
Else ............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q23
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PF_Q20
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest full hour.
How many hours per week ^do you usually work at this job or business? Include usual overtime
worked. [Min: 0 Max: 168]
<998> Refused ....................................................................................................................................... go to PF_Q21
<999> Don't know.................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q21
Default Next Question:
PF_Q22
Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^do with word "do" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^do with "did".
Universe: Respondents who have worked in the past 12 months or are presently working.

PF_Q21
^Do you usually work 30 hours or more per week or less than 30 hours per week at this job or
business?
<1>
30 hours or more per week
<2>
Less than 30 hours per week
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q22
Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^Do with word "Do" if PF_Q01=01 or 02 or if PF_Q03=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^Do with
"Did".
Universe: Respondents who have worked or are presently working or worked in the past 12 months and who did not report their hours worked i

PF_Q22
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest week.
During the last 12 months, for how many weeks were you without a job or a business? Include all
unpaid absences from a job. [Min: 0 Max: 52]
<00> PF_C24
<98> Refused ....................................................................................................................................... go to PF_C24
<99> Don't know.................................................................................................................................. go to PF_C24
Default Next Question:
PF_Q23
Universe: Respondents who work or who have worked in the past 12 months or are presently working.

PF_Q23
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest week.
During the last 12 months when you were without a job or business, for how many weeks, if any,
were you looking for a job? [Min: 0 Max: 52]
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_C24

Universe: Respondents who were not working for a period of time in the past 12 months.
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PF_E23
INTERVIEWER: An impossible value has been entered. The respondent could not have been looking for a
job for more weeks than he/she was without a job. Please return and correct.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if PF_Q23>PF_Q22.

PF_C24
If respondent has a spouse or partner go to PF_Q31 else go to PF_END.
<1>
<2>

^spousehere=Yes ........................................................................................................................ go to PF_Q31
Else ............................................................................................................................................go to PF_END

PF_Q31
Now I would like to ask about your spouse or partner. What is your spouse or partner's current
main activity? For example, working at a job or a business, looking for work, caring for family, or
doing something else.
<01>
<02>

Working at a job or business (includes self-employed) .............................................................. go to PF_Q34
Working at a job or business and caring for family (includes
self-employed) ............................................................................................................................ go to PF_Q34
<03> Caring for family
<04> Recovering from illness/on disability
<05> Looking for work
<06> Going to school
<07> Retired
<08> Other - Specify.............................................................................................................................go to PF_S31
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q32

Universe: Respondents with a spouse/partner.

PF_S31
INTERVIEWER: Specify.
Default Next Question:

PF_Q32

Universe: Respondents with a spouse/partner whose main activity is other than that listed in PF_Q31.
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PF_Q32
Regardless of the number of hours worked, has your spouse or partner worked at a job or business in
the past 12 months?
<1>
Yes.............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q33
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q37M
Universe: Respondents with a spouse/partner who did not report currently working or working, and caring for family as their main activity in
PF_Q31.

PF_Q33
Regardless of the number of hours worked, does he/she currently work at a job or a business?
<1>
Yes
<2>
No ............................................................................................................................................go to PF_Q37M
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q34
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner has worked at a job or business the last 12 months, but did not report currently working, or
working and caring for family as their main activity in PF_Q31.

PF_Q34
Does your spouse or partner currently work at more than one job or business?
<1>
Yes.............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q35
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_R38
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working.

PF_Q35
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest full hour.
How many hours per week does your spouse or partner usually work at all his/her jobs or
businesses? Include usual overtime worked. [Min: 0 Max: 168]
<998> Refused
<999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_R36

Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner currently works at more than one job or business.
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PF_R36
For the next questions, think only about the job where your spouse or partner usually works the most
hours per week.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Default Next Question:

PF_Q39

Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner currently works at more than one job or business.

PF_Q37M
INTERVIEWER: Dates are essential. You must probe using seasons, special events, etc. to determine
month and year.
In what month and year did he/she last work at a job or a business?
<01> January
<02> February
<03> March
<04> April
<05> May
<06> June
<07> July
<08> August
<09> September
<10> October
<11> November
<12> December
<13> Never worked at a job or a busines ............................................................................................. go to PF_Q53
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q37Y
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is not currently working.

PF_Q37Y
What year? [Min: 1950 Max: 2003]
<9998> Refused ....................................................................................................................................... go to PF_Q53
<9999> Don't know.................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q53
Default Next Question:
PF_C38
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is not currently working.

PF_E37YA
INTERVIEWER: An impossible value has been entered. The spouse or partner could not have last worked
at a job or business after the current month and year. Please return and correct the month
and/or year.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if Q37Y = current year and Q37M>current month.
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PF_E37Y
INTERVIEWER: The response of 2003 is inconsistent with the response that that he/she has not worked in
the past 12 months. Please return and correct.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if PF_Q32=2 AND System date - (PF_Q37Y, PF_Q37M, 01)<=365.

PF_C38
If respondent has not worked in the last five years go to PF_Q53 else go to PF_R38.
<1>
<2>

PF_Q37Y<1997.......................................................................................................................... go to PF_Q53
Else ............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_R38

PF_R38
For the next set of questions, think about your spouse or partner's current job or his/her most recent
job, if he/she doesn't currently have one.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Default Next Question:

PF_Q39

Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q39
At this job, what is the name of the business or employer he/she ^work for? (Name of business,
government department or agency, etc.)
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't Know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q40

Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^work with word "works" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^work
with "worked".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q40
What kind of business, industry or service ^is this? (Give full description, for example, construction
company, lumber industry, retail store, hotel or restaurant.)
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't Know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q41

Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^is with word "is" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^is with "was".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years.
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PF_Q41
What kind of work ^is he/she doing? (Give full description, for example, construction worker,
lumberyard worker, hotel desk clerk, waiter/waitress.)
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't Know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q42

Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^is with word "is" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^is with "was".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q42
What ^are his/her most important activities or duties? (Give full description, for example, pouring
concrete, laying bricks, waiting on tables, selling gifts and souvenirs.)
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't Know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q43

Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^are with word "are" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^are with
"were".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q43
At this job, ^is he/she...
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent.
<1>
A paid employee?
<2>
Self-employed? .......................................................................................................................... go to PF_Q46
<3>
An unpaid worker in his/her family farm or family business?
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't Know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q44
Note:
PROGRAMMER please fill ^is with word "is" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^is with "was".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q44
At this job, ^does he/she directly supervise the work of other employees?
<1>
Yes.............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q45
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't Know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q48M
Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^does with word "does" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^does with
"did".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years and is/was not
self-employed.
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PF_Q45
About how many employees ^does he/she directly supervise? [Min: 0 Max: 994]
<998> Refused
<999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q48M

Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^does with word "does" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^does with
"did".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner currently supervises employees or supervised employees at some time in the last 5 years

PF_E45
INTERVIEWER: The number of employees must be greater than zero (0). Please return and correct.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if PF_Q45=0.

PF_Q46
^Does he/she have an incorporated business?
<1>
Yes
<2>
No
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_Q47

Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^Does with word "Does" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^Does
with "Did".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is self-employed or was self-employed at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q47
About how many paid employees ^does he/she have, if any? [Min:
<9998> Refused
<9999> Don't know
Default Next Question:
Note:

0 Max: 4000]

PF_Q48M

PROGRAMMER please fill ^does with word "does" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^does with
"did".
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is self-employed or was self-employed at some time in the last 5 years.
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PF_Q48M
INTERVIEWER: Dates are essential. You must probe using seasons, special events, etc. to determine
month and year.
In what month and year did he/she first start working at this job or business?
<01> January
<02> February
<03> March
<04> April
<05> May
<06> June
<07> July
<08> August
<09> September
<10> October
<11> November
<12> December
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:

P_Q48Y

Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_Q48Y
What year? [Min: 1950 Max: 2003]
<9998> Refused
<9999> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_C49

Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner is currently working or who has worked at some time in the last 5 years.

PF_E48Y
INTERVIEWER: An impossible value has been entered. The spouse or partner could not have started
working at a job or business after the current month and year. Please return and correct
the month and/or year.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if Q48Y = current year and Q48M>current month.

PF_C49
If spouse or partner is working at a job or a business (includes self-employed) or is working at a job or a
business and caring for family (includes self-employed) or has worked at a job or business in the past 12
months go to PF_Q50 else go to PF_Q53.
<1>
<2>

PF_Q31=01 or PF_Q31=02 or PF_Q32=01 ............................................................................... go to PF_Q50
Else ............................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q53
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PF_Q50
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest full hour.
How many hours per week ^does he/she usually work at this job or business? Include usual overtime
worked. [Min: 0 Max: 168]
<998> Refused ....................................................................................................................................... go to PF_Q51
<999> Don't know.................................................................................................................................. go to PF_Q51
Default Next Question:
PF_Q52
Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^does with word "does" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^does with
"did".
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse/partner who is currently working or who worked in the past 12 months.

PF_Q51
^Does he/she usually work 30 hours or more per week or less than 30 hours per week at this job or
business?
<1>
30 hours or more per week
<2>
Less than 30 hours per week
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PF_Q52
Note:

PROGRAMMER please fill ^Does with word "Does" if PF_Q31=01 or 02 or if PF_Q33=01 (currently working); ELSE fill ^Does
with "Did".
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse/partner who is currently working or who worked in the past 12 months and who did not report their
hours worked in PF_Q50.

PF_Q52
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest week.
During the last 12 months, for how many weeks was he/she without a job or a business? Include all
unpaid absences from a job. [Min: 0 Max: 52]
<00> PF_END
<98> Refused ......................................................................................................................................go to PF_END
<99> Don't know.................................................................................................................................go to PF_END
Default Next Question:
PF_Q53
Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner was not working during the past 12 months.

PF_Q53
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest week.
During the last 12 months, when he/she was without a job or a business, for how many weeks, if any,
was he/she looking for a job? [Min: 0 Max: 52]
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:

PF_END

Universe: Respondents whose spouse/partner was not working during the past 12 months.
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PF_E53
INTERVIEWER: An impossible value has been entered. The spouse or partner could not have been
looking for a job for more weeks than he/she was without a job. Please return and
correct.
Note:

Trigger hard edit if PF_Q53>PF_Q52.

PF_END
TIME (REAL); STOP OF CURRENT ACTIVITY STATUS
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that module end is displayed but not read. Should be sapphire.
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PG_START
TIME (REAL); START OF FAMILY INCOME MODULE
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that Module Start is displayed, but not read. Should be sapphire.

PG_R01
The following questions relate to the income you received in 2002.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
PG_Q01A
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
your wages and salaries before deductions, including bonuses, tips, and commissions?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01B
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01B
Default Next Question:
PG_E01A
Universe: All respondents.

PG_E01A
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's wage is higher than expected, please confirm.
I would like to confirm that you made PG_Q01A in 2002.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q01B

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01A>100,000.

PG_Q01B
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
NET income from farm and non-farm self-employment (after expenses and before taxes)? [Min: 9999994 Max: 9999994]
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01C
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01C
Default Next Question:
PG_E01B
Universe: All respondents.

PG_E01B
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's NET income from farm and non-farm self-employment is lower or
higher than expected, please confirm.
I would like to confirm that you made PG_Q01B in 2002 from farm and non-farm self-employment.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q01C

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01B <-5,000 or if PG_Q01B>150,000.
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PG_Q01C
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
Employment Insurance, before deductions?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01D
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01D
Default Next Question:
PG_E01C
Universe: All respondents.

PG_E01C
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's income received from Employment Insurance is higher than expected,
please confirm.
I would like to confirm that you received PG_Q01C in 2002 from Employment Insurance.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q01D

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01C >26,000.

PG_Q01D
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
Canada Child Tax Benefit and provincial or territorial child tax benefits or credits (including Quebec
Family Allowances)?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused...................................................................................................................... go to PG_Q01E
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................ go to PG_Q01E
Default Next Question:
PG_E01D
Universe: All respondents.

PG_E01D
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's income received from the Canada Child Tax Benefit and provincial or
territorial child tax benefits or credits is higher than expected. Please confirm.
I would like to confirm that you received PG_Q01D in 2002 from the Canada Child Tax Benefit and
provincial or territorial child tax benefits or credits.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q01E

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01D >14,000 and ^province = Quebec or if PG_Q01D >9,000 and ^province NE Quebec.

PG_Q01E
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
Social Assistance and other income supplements from provincial or municipal sources?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused...................................................................................................................... go to PG_Q01F
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................ go to PG_Q01F
Default Next Question:
PG_E01E
Universe: All respondents.
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PG_E01E
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's income received from Social Assistance and other income supplements
from provincial or municipal sources is higher than expected. Please confirm.
I would like to confirm that you received PG_Q01E in 2002 from Social Assistance and other income
supplements from provincial or municipal sources.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q01F

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01E >30,000.

PG_Q01F
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
Support payments, such as spousal and child support?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01G
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01G
Default Next Question:
PG_E01F
Universe: All respondents.

PG_E01F
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's income received from support payments is higher than expected. Please
confirm
I would like to confirm that you received PG_Q01F in 2002 from support payments.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q01G

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01F >25,000.

PG_Q01G
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
GST or HST credits? (Goods and Services Tax Credit/Harmonized Sales Tax Credit).
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01H
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q01H
Default Next Question:
PG_E01G
Universe: All respondents.

PG_E01G
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's income from GST and HST credits is higher than expected. Please
confirm.
I would like to confirm that you received PG_Q01G in 2002 from GST or HST credits.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q01H

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01G >1,500.
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PG_Q01H
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
other government sources, such as Canada or Quebec Pension Plan benefits, Old Age Security
Pension, or Workers' Compensation Benefits?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused....................................................................................................................... go to PG_Q01I
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................. go to PG_Q01I
Default Next Question:
PG_E01H
Universe: All respondents.

PG_E01H
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's income from other government sources is higher than expected. Please
confirm.
I would like to confirm that you received PG_Q01H in 2002 from other government sources.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q01I

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01H >25,000.

PG_Q01I
In 2002, what was your income from the following sources...
other non-government sources including dividends, interest and other investment income, employer
pensions, RRIFs and annuities, scholarships and rental income?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused.........................................................................................................................go to PG_C02
<9999999>
Don't know ...................................................................................................................go to PG_C02
Default Next Question:
PG_E01I
Universe: All respondents.

PG_E01I
INTERVIEWER: The respondent's income from other non-government sources is higher than expected.
Please confirm.
I would like to confirm that you received PG_Q01I in 2002 from other non-government sources.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_C02

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q01I >50,000.

PG_C02
If respondent has spouse/partner then go to PG_R02 else if respondent has no spouse/partner go to
PG_R04.
<1>
<2>

^spousehere=Yes ........................................................................................................................go to PG_R02
Else .............................................................................................................................................go to PG_R04
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PG_R02
The following questions relate to the income that your spouse or partner received in 2002.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
PG_Q02A
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
wages and salaries before deductions, including bonuses, tips, and commissions?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02B
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02B
Default Next Question:
PG_E02A
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PG_E02A
INTERVIEWER: The reported wage is higher than expected, please confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner made PG_Q02A in 2002.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q02B

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02A >100,000.

PG_Q02B
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
NET income from farm and non-farm self-employment (after expenses and before taxes)? [Min: 9999994 Max: 9999994]
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02C
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02C
Default Next Question:
PG_E02B
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PG_E02B
INTERVIEWER: The reported NET income from farm and non-farm self-employment is lower or higher
than expected, please confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner made PG_Q02B in 2002 from farm and non-farm
self-employment.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q02C

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02B < -5,000 or if PG_Q02B >150,000.
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PG_Q02C
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
Employment Insurance, before deductions?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02D
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02D
Default Next Question:
PG_E02C
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PG_E02C
INTERVIEWER: The reported income received from Employment Insurance is higher than expected,
please confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner received PG_Q02C in 2002 from Employment
Insurance.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q02D

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02C >26,000.

PG_Q02D
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
Canada Child Tax Benefit and provincial or territorial child tax benefits or credits (including Quebec
Family Allowances)?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused...................................................................................................................... go to PG_Q02E
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................ go to PG_Q02E
Default Next Question:
PG_E02D
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PG_E02D
INTERVIEWER: The reported income received from the Canada Child Tax Benefit and provincial or
territorial child tax benefits or credits is higher than expected. Please confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner received PG_Q02D in 2002 from the Canada
Child Tax Benefit and provincial or territorial child tax benefits or credits.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q02E

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02D > 14,000 and ^province = Quebec or if PG_Q02D >9,000 and ^province NE Quebec.

PG_Q02E
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
Social Assistance and other income supplements from provincial or municipal sources?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused...................................................................................................................... go to PG_Q02F
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................ go to PG_Q02F
Default Next Question:
PG_E02E
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.
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PG_E02E
INTERVIEWER: The reported income received from Social Assistance and other income supplements from
provincial or municipal sources is higher than expected. Please confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner received PG_Q02E in 2002 from Social
Assistance and other income supplements from provincial or municipal sources.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q02F

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02E >30,000.

PG_Q02F
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
support payments, such as spousal and child support?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02G
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02G
Default Next Question:
PG_E02F
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PG_E02F
INTERVIEWER: The reported income received from support payments is higher than expected. Please
confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner received PG_Q02F in 2002 from support
payments.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q02G

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02F >25,000.

PG_Q02G
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
GST or HST credits? (Goods and Services Tax Credit/Harmonized Sales Tax Credit).
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02H
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................go to PG_Q02H
Default Next Question:
PG_E02G
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PG_E02G
INTERVIEWER: The reported income from GST and HST credits is higher than expected. Please confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner received PG_Q02G in 2002 from GST or HST
credits.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q02H

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02G >1,500.
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PG_Q02H
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
other government sources, such as Canada or Quebec Pension Plan benefits, Old Age Security
Pension, or Workers' Compensation Benefits?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused....................................................................................................................... go to PG_Q02I
<9999999>
Don't know ................................................................................................................. go to PG_Q02I
Default Next Question:
PG_E02H
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PG_E02H
INTERVIEWER: The reported income from other government sources is higher than expected. Please
confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner received PG_Q02H in 2002 from other
government sources.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_Q02I

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02H >25,000.

PG_Q02I
In 2002, what was your spouse's or partner's income from the following sources...
other non-government sources including dividends, interest and other investment income, employer
pensions, RRIFs and annuities, scholarships and rental income?
INTERVIEWER: Enter 0 for no income from this source.
<9999998>
Refused.........................................................................................................................go to PG_R04
<9999999>
Don't know ...................................................................................................................go to PG_R04
Default Next Question:
PG_E02I
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or partner.

PG_E02I
INTERVIEWER: The reported income from other non-government sources is higher than expected. Please
confirm.
I would like to confirm that your spouse or partner received PG_Q02I in 2002 from other
non-government sources.
Default Next Question:
Note:

PG_R04

Trigger soft edit if PG_Q02I >50,000.

PG_R04
The following questions relate to the total income that was received in 2002 by all family members
who usually live in your household, ^otherfill.
INTERVIEWER: Press Enter to continue.
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please fill ^otherfill with "including yourself and your partner or spouse" if ^spousehere = yes; Else fill ^otherfill
with "including yourself".
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PG_Q04
Would you say the total income, before deductions, of all family members living in your household in
2002 was...?
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent.
<1>
<2>
<8>
<9>

Less than $40,000 ......................................................................................................................go to PG_Q05
$40,000 or more.........................................................................................................................go to PG_Q06
Refused ..................................................................................................................................... go to PG_END
Don't know................................................................................................................................ go to PG_END

Universe: All respondents.

PG_Q05
Would you say it was...?
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent.
<1>
Less than $10,000
<2>
$10,000 to less than $20,000
<3>
$20,000 to less than $30,000
<4>
$30,000 to less than $40,000
<8>
Refused
<9>
Don't know
Default Next Question:
PG_END
Universe: All respondents whose family income is less than $40,000.

PG_Q06
Would you say it was...?
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent.
<01> $40,000 to less than $50,000
<02> $50,000 to less than $60,000
<03> $60,000 to less than $70,000
<04> $70,000 to less than $80,000
<05> $80,000 or more
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Default Next Question:
PG_END
Universe: All respondents whose family income is $40,000 or more.

PG_END
TIME(REAL);STOP OF Family Income
Note:

PROGRAMMER: Please ensure that module end is displayed but not read. Should be sapphire.
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